
Type and level of studies: Doctoral studies (PhD) 
Title of the study program: Economics 
Subject title: Contemporary Economic Theories 
Subject code: DSET 
Number of ECTS: 9 
Subject status (Compulsory / Elective): Elective 
Teacher/s (Name, last name): Jaksic P. Miomir, Prascevic Z. Aleksandra  
Number of active teaching lessons:  Other lessons: 

0 Lectures: 3 
 

Practice 
classes: 0 

Other forms of teaching: 0 Study research work: 3 
 

Prerequisite:  NO 
Subject objective:  
Candidates get acquainted with the main economic schools - the theories of the 19th and 20th centuries - its 
foundations and with their most important theoretical and practical limitations and contributions. Their 
theoretical originality and conditionality is explored in the light of evolutionary and 
revolutionary approaches. Candidates get acquainted with the economic theories that have crucial impact on the 
world economy. The economic schools that have influenced the breaking events of social and economic history of 
the 19th and 20th centuries and which are referred to as a revolution in economic theory are included. The ongoing 
debates in economic theory are also discussed. 
Subject outcome (gained knowledge):   
Candidates will gain knowledge and be able to analyze the evaluation and use of modern economic ideas in further 
research, knowing their contributions and limitations, as well as their impact on economic and social trends, and 
applicability in the of economic policymaking. Candidates will gain knowledge about the economic methodology 
and integration of modern economic theory with the socio and political environment, especially in the section 
dedicated to the new classical and new political macroeconomics. 
 
Subject content/structure:   
Methodology of economic science, Marginalist School, Post-Marshall Economy, Institutionalism,  
Keynes` economic theory, Keynesian economics, Monetarism, Radical Political Economy,  
New classical Macroeconomics, New Keynesians, New political Macroeconomics, Theory of Real Business Cycle 
Teaching methods:   
Teaching is provided through lectures attending doctoral students with their active participation and study - research 
work of students in which the students become more familiar with the specific issues relevant to their research 
project of doctoral dissertation.  

Grading (maximum number of points 100) 
Pre-examination obligations Points Final exam  Points  
Activities during lectures  40.00 Written exam   
Practice lessons   Oral exam 60.00 
Colloquium/a   ..........  
Semester papers     
Literature: 
No. Author Title Publisher Year 
 Backhouse, R. History of Modern 

Economic 
Analysis 

Blackwell 2003 

 Blaug,M. Economic Theory 
in Retrospect 

Cambridge University Press 1997 

 Rima, I.H. Development of 
Economic 
Analysis 

Routledge 2006 

 Screpanti,E.,Zamagni,S. An Outline of 
History of 
Economic Thought 

Clarendon Press,Oxford 2003 

 Snowdon,B.,Vane,H. Modern 
Macroeconomics 

Edward Elgar 1997 



 Јакшић, М. Развој економске 
мисли 

Економски факултет, Београд 2006 

 Nistico,S., Tosato,D.(ed) Competing 
Economic 
Theories 

Routledge 2003 

 Snowdon,B., Vane,H.R. A Macroeconics 
Reader 

Routledge 1997 

 


